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The morning begins at midday with two sorry disciples who have bet their lives on the wrong Saviour.  

Cleopas and the unnamed other have left Jerusalem for Emmaus… a seven-mile trek.  And as they 

walk, they talk.  Their words and their hearts are heavier than any supplies they carry home from the 

annual Passover pilgrimage to their holy city… now a city of horrors.    

It is on this road of broken dreams, a stranger joins their journey.  Without knowing it, the embodiment 

of their expectations for liberation walks beside them… and yet they cannot see.  They are consumed 

with grief… “How will we go on?”  They reel with disbelief… “Can the women’s testimony be true?”  

They are filled with questions… “What should we do?”… the very questions we are ask in light of last 

weekend’s tragedy in Nova Scotia or other times when we are blindsided by loss, grief, fear… and 

wonder if even God can see what is beyond the next bend! 

 

I love this text… in fact it is my favourite passage in the New Testament, as we are drawn into it so 

easily… to recount the conversations we’ve had on the way to nowhere in particular… and the 

questions that surface when we are at our wits end… when what we once thought was worth our lives 

has left us washed up emotionally, financially, mentally, physically, spiritually.   

And as the two leave Jerusalem…perhaps even running to get away before they are found to have sided 

with Jesus… or slouching away trying to separate themselves from what has just happened, they tell of 

how Jesus was handed over by the authorities to be sentenced to death and crucified.  Amid this odd 

and familiar scene, a small, utterly ordinary verb in the imperfect past tense pops out at us… a verb 

which translates from the Greek into “we had hoped” the simple phrase that grounds our reading and 

adds meaning - “we had hoped that he would be the one who was going to set Israel free!” 

“We had hoped…” So much is said in these three words, as they speak of a future that is not to be, a 

dream that created energy and enthusiasm that did not materialize… a promise which created faith that 

proved to be false. It speaks of a future that is closed off… now irrelevant… dead. And there are few 

things more tragic than a dead future. Yet it’s not just the tragedy of what has happened that hurts… 

it’s the gaping hole of all that could have happened… but won’t. 

“We had hoped…” You’ve gotta love these heartbreaking words not because we enjoy wallowing in 

dark or sentimental emotions, rather because they ring true for us. They are not the only truth, of 

course; there is much in this life that is beautiful, daring, confident, inspiring, and more… all of which 

deserves our gratitude, yet there is also disappointment, heartbreak, and failure.  Feelings we are all too 

familiar with.  

“We had hoped…”   So often I have heard families use this phrase as they are packing up the things 

they have brought with them to the hospital. “We had hoped…” they say, and then they go home 

alone. I have heard families use this phrase when addictions return or jobs evaporate… when the 

pathway they desired for their children or grandchildren does not materialize or when it does, it is 

fraught with great heartache and pain. 

 

“We had hoped…”   will these be the words we use when the pandemic is over as we analyze what we 

might have done differently… should have done differently?  Will these be our words of lament… for 

22 lives lost too early… countless people who were infected and never recovered from COVID-19?  

Will these be the words we share when our young people don’t get recalled to jobs… the school year 

gets cancelled outright… our hopes and the hopes of those we love are dashed… done?    



“We had hoped…” they offer to the stranger on the road… pouring out their grief and disappointment 

as they share and then dismiss the testimony of the women, as if they have imparted an idle tale… 

repeated the gossip… rather than the promise of new life the resurrection brings?.  Odd and a little 

offensive… judgmental and perhaps even arrogant is it any wonder they are chastised by their fellow 

traveler, “How foolish you are.  How slow you are to believe everything the prophets told”…   

Let’s be honest… we’d rather hear future tenses used. We like it when people say everything will be 

okay, that everything will be back to normal soon. We like when the grieving assure us all will be well, 

the sun will rise tomorrow and life will go on. Yet in this unguarded moment, the disciples give voice 

to a discovery that all too often we’ve also known… that when it matters most, we too find ourselves 

speaking of matters of hope and faith in the imperfect tense: we had hoped…  

 

A friend shares the news of the death of her sister and we sympathize for a moment before changing 

the topic. A colleague shares his disappointment at not getting a promotion and we remind him that at 

least he has a job. We see an acquaintance we know who has just gone through a dreadful loss, and we 

avoid him or her altogether because we just don’t know what to say. We don’t mean to be callous or 

insensitive… we are just at such a loss with … loss. We feel inadequate to the task of confronting the 

darkness in our lives and this world and so we flee… we avoid… we self-isolate… even if it is not 

mandated.           

 

That day on the road it is different though.  The question the stranger asks stops them in their tracks!  

“Was it not necessary for the Messiah to suffer these things and then to enter his glory?” Faced with 

this situation, what do Cleopas and the other do?  They invite the stranger who has accompanied them 

to linger.  They extend hospitality and the offer to “Stay with us”.  And in a scene that would be 

comical, save that it is so touching in its revelation, they share a eucharistic moment where Jesus takes 

the bread on hand, and in the blessing and in the breaking, new life is offered… new sight is received… 

smouldering hearts are rekindled… the wellspring of hope bursts forth as they wonder in amazement 

how God is able to roll back the very stones that had sealed the tombs of their hearts!    

 

Isn’t this often the way… that a-ha moment… when God enters a conversation we think we are having 

with one another… when our perspective on the human condition is challenged… when we are asked 

to re-think what we were so certain we knew… when we find ourselves at a crossroad where we cannot 

help but find our lost selves standing still knowing what’s at issue is not only the miles behind us… 

before us… between us… but also the presence of the One who is beside us… with us!   Surprise! 

Yet it should not surprise us how our story moves from isolation to community… a drawing of God’s 

people to God’s self, not because of who we are… rather because this is who God is… the Creator 

enfolding the created… the Lover embracing the beloved… And as Jesus joins himself to those on the 

way… who then make space for him in their homes and in their hearts, it still surprises us how God 

makes space for the “other” in order that true community might be formed!   

My friends, today the road to Emmaus is not a geographic location on a Google map… 7 miles from 

Jerusalem… with set GPS coordinates.  It is not ancient ruins on a dusty road waiting to be excavated. 

Rather the Emmaus road is a journey that begins in hopelessness and helplessness… It’s a Holy call to 

relate to each other and to love and listen to each other.  It’s a sacred invitation to be amazed, even 

surprised by God’s presence and movement in us and among us!  And then, provided with insights into 

the nature of God, we discover faith does not require visual proof, rather a heart that is open to believe 

and trust… and in doing so, we gain the sight we need to recognize the Risen Christ who walks with 

us… in the guise of a stranger… a neighbour… an enemy… a friend…  



 

The road to Emmaus is the path we are all on… individually… collectively. It’s navigating life’s 

winding road and realizing, usually in hindsight, you’ve been moved from discouragement to a deep 

faith.  It’s the street where one meets Jesus in the ordinary… where our brokenness is transformed into 

wholeness… our despair gives way to hope… death and loss birth new life and new possibilities.  The 

Emmaus road is the avenue… the place where we receive Christ’s hospitality, his gracious presence, 

and in doing so, find we have all we need… and feel satisfied… filled.  It’s the moment where we both 

see the Risen One, and come to know him personally through the lives and living of others!   

   

Emerging out of the desolation of Holy Week, the confident Easter refrains of joy, triumph, defiance, 

belonging, and commission usually lead us to assume resurrection means the end of disappointment. 

Everyone’s supposed to smile and shout, “He is risen indeed!” Yet Easter faith can be both a 

resurrection hope and a lamenting restlessness at the same time.  And with this experience etched into 

our hearts… our minds… and embodied in our living, like the early apostles, we too can be moved 

from denial to proclamation!     

 

Witnessing signs of the resurrection changed them.  And it will change us!  Having a close encounter 

with Jesus does this!  By the Spirit, it gives us eyes to see, and hearts burning with His passion; passion 

to serve, to grow, to learn, to seek justice, to love, to joyfully go forth to share His message of peace 

and hope with the world, so all might know that imperfect past tense “we hoped for” has indeed 

become the reality we now know, and the certain promise of what is yet to come!     

Thanks be to God.  AMEN 

 

 

  

 

 

 


